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Abstract—Recent improvements in shipboard systems focus on
the use of new technological systems and the adoption of inno-
vative operating strategies for both increasing energy efficiency
and reduce gas emissions. In such a context, this article studies a
ship power system, where an energy storage system and a tailored
energy management system are applied. It focuses on a detailed
model of the on-board power system and points out a scenario of
analysis larger than those usually adopted in the literature. The
model is carried out with reference to DC, AC and hybrid AC/DC
power grid architectures, by means of a power flow approach. The
strategy of the energy management system optimally controls the
on-board power system integrated with a battery storage device.
The strategy aims to minimizes fuel consumption of the prime
movers, while satisfying time-varying load demand under different
operating scenarios. The procedure, tested on actual operative
conditions of a supply vessel, shows feasibility and effectiveness
of the power flow approach, giving evidence to the reduction of fuel
consumption, while the correct operation of the power system is
guaranteed.

Index Terms—Ship power system, energy storage system, energy
management system, hybrid grid, power flow, energy efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

TODAY, the worldwide public interest in reducing green-
house gases emissions is a key-driver in designing and

operating transport systems. Since 1983, the International Mar-
itime Organization has released regulations for reducing pol-
lutant emissions in the maritime sector [1]. Consequently, the
sector is involved in promoting on-board power systems more
efficient and greener by exploring innovative technology, grid
architectures and management strategies [2]. Among the various
studies and proposals reported in the literature, it emerges as
an element of interest the opportunity of enhancing shipboard
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electrification (e.g., [3], [4]). Starting by 1880 (i.e., date of the
first shipboard electrical system), the on-board electrical system
is evolved according to the novelties proposed by the technology
market as soon as their use was rational with both international
maritime regulations and cost [5]. Actual on-board electrical
systems are multilevel power grids, which typically use power
electronics for integrating multiple electromechanical devices
operating with different voltage values and waveforms (i.e.,
AC, DC or hybrid AC/DC), for satisfying time-varying power
requirements of the electrical services for propulsion, motor
control, auxiliary and emergency.

Ship power system includes thermal prime movers, genera-
tors, distribution systems, electric propulsion drives and thruster
units. Prime movers are usually diesel engines operating in
medium or high rotational speed range, with fixed or vari-
able speed operation. Their efficiency is limited, i.e., about
50% for two-stroke slow speed engines and slightly lower for
four-stroke medium and high-speed engines [6]. Large part of
the thermal energy generated by the combustion is wasted and
discharged to the ambient, together with a considerable amount
of noxious emissions to the atmosphere, which are a greater
problem especially in ship-port interface [7]. The electrical
section consists of the generators (i.e., wound rotor or permanent
magnet synchronous machines) and the distribution system (i.e.,
typically, one main higher and other lower voltage systems).
Electric propulsion motors are induction motors, fed by power
converters. In Fig. 1(a) representative scheme of ship power
system is reported. Limited generation capacity, small rotating
inertia, presence of high share of nonlinear and dynamic loads
are typical drawbacks of such a system.

The extensive electrification can boost energy efficiency mea-
sures, operating the equipment in order to save energy, to reduce
fuel consumption/emission, while solving typical drawbacks
[8]. The flexibility introduced by renewable energy sources
[9], fuel cells [10] and gas turbine gensets [11] is particularly
indicated in such tasks. DC systems, variable frequency drives,
unit commitment and power system dispatch practices can be
framed within extensively electrified systems, to further boost
the efficiency [12], [13]. In particular, the use of power con-
verters and DC systems, even combined with AC distribution
grid, brings advantages in terms of technical, economic, and
environmental benefits [14]. Since load profiles are typically
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Fig. 1. Typical scheme of on-board power system.

time-varying, various proposals explored the opportunities of
recovering and storing electrical energy by means of Energy
Storage Systems (ESSs) [15], [16]. ESSs contribute to cover the
variations of fluctuating power, while reducing global energy
consumption of prime movers and ensuring reliability and power
quality [17].

The energy management system (EMS) of the shipboard net-
work equipped with ESS should be developed on the basis of the
final objectives that are pursued, and considering the technical
constraints related to the considered on-board power system.
This paper provides a contribution in this framework, proposing
a new power-flow-based approach to the EMS of an onboard
power system. The next Section reviews the related researches
developed in the literature, and it explains the novelties of this
manuscript.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION

ESSs in shipboard power systems are studied to minimize
the fuel consumption, by calculating engine loading and energy
demand [17], with the aim of optimizing the size of the storage
itself [18] and of reducing polluting emissions. Hybrid systems
(e.g., battery/diesel generation [19] and systems with flywheel
energy storage [20]) have been proposed to add versatility in
addressing technical, economic and environmental purposes.
EMS algorithms for these hybrid propulsion systems with ESSs
are typically developed using dynamic models and considering
uncertainty [21].

The literature on EMSs of shipboard power systems covers
a widespread range of technologies, methods and applications.
Particularly, researches deal with the integration of innovative
energy resources for efficient and sustainable systems and the
application of optimal management strategies accounting for
economic, environmental and technical aspects.

In [22], the on-board power generators, storage units, and
loads are interconnected through power converters to a DC bus,
and a method is proposed to estimate the dynamic behavior of
the DC bus, dealing with the lack of detailed information re-
lated to the use of commercial-off-the-shelf. Ref. [23] addresses

the optimal power management and greenhouse gas emissions
limitation for a full-electric propulsion ship, by proposing a
method for the optimization of generation power, storage sys-
tem power, and navigation speed. The EMS proposed in [24]
focuses on different technical and environmental objectives and
constraints, by proposing a scheduling method that properly
adjusts the propulsion load at the demand side to approach
the optimal points of operation of the electric generators. The
optimal scheduling methodology presented in [25] manages
the ship operation aiming at reducing the fuel consumption and
the emission of the diesel generators. Energy and power balances
are addressed in [26] to estimate the system marginal costs
through simple mathematical formulations. The EMS in [27] ef-
ficiently balances the amount of generated, saved and demanded
power. The performance of droop control-based power sharing
at different operating conditions is analyzed in [28]. The EMS
approach for cruise-ferry on-board power system management
developed in [29] simultaneously minimizes the power produc-
tion and limits the air pollution, by adjusting the total load on the
basis of optimal operating points of controllable power sources
and navigation speed control. The method in [30] coordinates the
voyage scheduling and the energy dispatch of a hybrid AC/ DC
ship microgrid, accounting for operation uncertainties and grid
constraints. The EMS described in in [31] aims at minimizing
the fuel consumption and polluting emissions, by adaptively
adjusting the instantaneous power balance among the storage
devices and diesel engines.

To perform design and control tasks (e.g., security, reliability,
data detection analyses), it is mandatory to electrically model the
entire new power system by means of an approach that should
be robust and able to analyze contingencies and to determine
corrective actions against failures. The Power Flow (PF) is the
approach typically used in power system application to char-
acterize the operation state of generators and loads connected
to a common power grid. PF requires the knowledge of the
grid topology and impedance parameters to calculate nodal
voltage magnitudes and phase angles, allowing to characterize
the system operating conditions in terms of bus voltages, line
electrical currents, active and reactive powers, power losses [32].
EMS tools can include PF to monitor, control, and optimize
the performance of the power system, possibly by using remote
terminal units or the more recent phasor data concentrators [33].

Motivated by above, this paper proposes an EMS that focuses
on the active and reactive power flows in the whole ship power
system, by minimizing the fuel consumption while satisfying
technical constraints on generator capability curves (in terms
of both active and reactive powers), bus voltages admissible
ranges, lines ampacities, operation of storage devices, and limits
imposed by power quality issues.

In details, the proposed EMS strategy uses a multi-temporal
optimal approach, which allows coordinating the BESS’s charg-
ing/discharging in terms of both active and reactive powers
of synchronous generators and BESS state variables. The ap-
proach copes with the technical constraints, and it accounts for
economic, environmental and efficiency aspects. The proposed
strategy is suitable to meet the multiple functionalities specified
in the multilevel hierarchical control defined in [12]. Indeed, it is
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able to (i) manage the outputs of each power converter; (ii) ensure
that the variables of the system fall within the required ranges;
(iii) manage the power exchanges among the components of the
system; and (iv) achieve optimal conditions.

Compared to the reviewed literature, two are the major con-
tributions brought by this paper. The first contribution is the
proposal of a PF model for the new generation of maritime power
system, integrating a hybrid grid with both AC and DC sections.
The second contribution is the proposal of an EMS strategy for a
supply vessel that permits to: (i) reduce pollutions in the sea-port
and near the off-shore platforms by properly discharging the
on-board Battery ESS (BESS); (ii) improve the efficiency of
on-board generators during the voyages, properly managing the
charging of the BESS.

In addition to the different details of the on-board equipment
and operation strategies, there are significant differences with
the other reviewed approaches. Compared to [22] and [27],
the proposal implies the scheduling of both active and reactive
power flows over longer travelling time periods. Compared to
[23]–[26], [29], and [31], the proposal implies the reactive power
management, thus allowing the control of generators operation
points, bus voltages, and line currents. Moreover, the proposed
method allows for the optimal scheduling for the whole mis-
sion profile, by implying constraints linking different operation
stages. Compared to [28], the proposal considers the impact of
the load/generation active and reactive power on the line currents
and bus voltages over longer travelling time; it also accounts for
the optimal usage of the storage devices. Compared to [30],
the proposal allows for including the control on the network and
generators electrical parameters, as well as for including storage
devices.

As a final, general consideration, the proposed EMS allows
managing hybrid AC/DC networks by considering the con-
straints of both AC and DC section, at the same time. The
possibility to use the proposed EMS for both AC and hybrid
AC/DC systems makes it able to integrate designing tools, in
order to compare different system architectures [34].

III. SUPPLY VESSEL POWER REQUIREMENTS AND ENERGY

MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Supply vessels present cyclical working load, which differ
according to the services required by the off-shore installation.
To supply off-shore oil and gas platforms, vessels repeatedly
voyage between the port and the platform and have to exhibit
stringent dynamic positions feature [35]–[37]. A typical working
cycle consists of four different phases:

• port operation;
• laden voyage;
• dynamic positioning;
• partial load voyage.
Each phase is characterized by its representative power val-

ues for load and auxiliaries. During the operation in port, the
loads are low and are typically supplied by only a part of the
on-board generators. During the dynamic position, the power
requirements of thrusters and prime movers are limited, but
highly variable. In partial load and laden voyages, the power

requirement is high. The resultant power profile can be repre-
sented by a constant value plus a variable value, which depends
on operating and weather conditions. The operating conditions
lead to large fuel consumption, even because, in order to prevent
forced contingencies, the vessel has high power reserve and the
generators, operating at low load, consume high amounts of fuel
[18].

In order to minimize consumption of fuel and, hence, reduce
cost and pollutant emission, an EMS related to the installation
of a BESS, can be studied. BESS, frequently applied to aid
generation systems in facing with varying load demand, in
maritime application, can be also used for: (i) integrating sources
of intrinsic slow dynamics; (ii) realizing hybrid structure, con-
necting the AC section with a DC microgrid, according to the
paradigm of multi-level distribution system and zonal surviv-
ability (e.g., [12], [38]). EMS strategy can operate to: (i) keep the
variables representative of the power system within admissible
ranges for all the operating phases; (ii) reduce emission, (iii)
increase efficiency, (iv) improve the quality of energy supplied
to propulsion and loads.

IV. EMS STRATEGY: THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL

The EMS strategy is based on an optimal power flow, which
calculates active and reactive powers of the generators and the
BESS. During laden and partial load voyages, the BESS is
charged, while optimizing the operation states of both generators
and prime movers. During the dynamic positioning, when the
thrusters’ operation implies highly variable load profile, and
in port, when the load is low, the BESS is discharged, aiding
generators and engines to operate more efficiently. The aim of
the strategy is to reduce the fuel consumption during the whole
working cycle, while the constraints upon engines, generators,
BESS and grid are satisfied.

For each operation phase, the strategy is formulated in terms of
multi-temporal, non-linear, constrained, single-objective, mini-
mization problem as:

minx f (x)
subject to h (x) = 0

g (x) ≤ 0
(1)

wherex is the optimization variable vector, f(x) is the objective
function, h(x) and g(x) are the vectors of the equality and
inequality constraints, respectively.

The optimization variable vector includes active and reactive
powers of synchronous generators and BESS, voltage magnitude
and phases at the buses of the power grid. Objective function
and constraints related to grid, synchronous generators, static
converter and BESS are detailed in the following subsections.
The optimization strategy is presented with reference to all the
four working phases. It is solved imposing on the state variables
the conditions of continuity between successive working phases.

A. Objective Function: Fuel Consumption

The objective function to minimize is the fuel consumption
(FC) of the diesel engines, which can be expressed in the
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discrete time domain as follow [36]:

FC =

tfk∑
t=tik

neng∑
j=0

(
sfoct,j · Pengt,jΔt

)
(2)

where:
- neng is the number of the on-board diesel engine;
- FC is measured in grams (g);
- tik and tfk are the initial and final time intervals of the

considered operation stage k, with k = {po, lv, dp, plv},
being po the port operation, lv the laden voyage, dp the
dynamic positioning and plv the partial load voyage;

- Δt is the duration of each time interval (h);
- sfoct,j is the specific fuel consumption of the engine j at

time interval t (g/kWh);
- Pengt,j is the hourly power delivered by the diesel engine
j at time interval t (kW).

The sfoc depends on the engine and generator typology.
According to [39], it can be expressed as a cubic function of
the ratio between actual, Pengt,j , and the rated power, Pdn, of
the diesel engine, by fitting the values provided in all the engine
loading:

sfoct,j = α1

(
Pengt,j

Pdn

)3

+ α2

(
Pengt,j

Pdn

)2

+ α3

(
Pengt,j

Pdn

)

+ α4 t = tik , . . . , tfk j = 1, . . . neng (3)

where the parameters α1, α2, α3, α4 are the characteristic co-
efficients of the diesel engine, and Pengt,j is given by:

Pengt,j =
Pgt,j

ηgt,j
t = tik , . . . , tfk j = 1, . . . neng (4)

with Pgt,j the power supplied by the synchronous generator j
at time interval t, and ηgt,j its efficiency which depends on the
generated power [36]:

ηgt,j = k1 ·
(
Pgt,j

Pgn

)3

+ k2 ·
(
Pgt,j

Pgn

)2

+ k3 ·
(
Pgt,j

Pgn

)

+ k4 t = tik , . . . , tfk j = 1, . . . neng (5)

where the parameters k1, k2, k3, k4 are the characteristic coef-
ficients of the synchronous generator.

Eqs. (3)–(5) relate the objective function to the active powers
of the synchronous generators, which are assumed as optimiza-
tion variables.

B. Grid Operating Constraints

The PF equations, in terms of equality constraints, relate the
power of the synchronous generators to the loads:

Pi,t = fP (Vi,t, gi,k, bi,k, δi,t)

Qi,t = fQ(Vi,t, gi,k, bi,k, δi,t)

t = tik , . . . , tfk ∀i ∈ Ωn (6)

where Pi,t (Qi,t) is the active (reactive) power injected in the
i-th bus at the time t, obtained as function fP (fQ) of: Vi,t (i.e.,
voltage magnitude of the i-th bus at the time t), δi,t (i.e., the

voltage argument of the i-th bus at the time t), gi,k (bi,k) (i.e.,
the conductance (susceptance) of the line between buses i andk).
Ωn is the set of busses of the grid. Active and reactive powers of
the load buses are assumed known and constant during each time
interval. Note that all the electrical quantities can be expressed
in per unit (pu) values. One bus of the Ωn is assumed as “slack”,
where the following equality constraints are imposed:

Vi,t = V sp
i,t

δi,t = 0
t = tik , . . . , tfk (7)

where V sp
i,t (δi,t) is the imposed value of the voltage magnitude

(argument) at the bus i, during the time interval t.
Inequality constraints are imposed on:
i) the magnitude of the bus voltages:

V min ≤ Vi,t ≤ V max t = tik , . . . , tfk (8)

ii) the line currents:

Il,t ≤ Imax
l t = tik , . . . , tfk i ∈ Ωl (9)

where Il,t is the current in the line l during the time interval t,
Imax
l is the line ampacity and Ωl is the set of all the grid’s lines.

Note that line currents are calculated by the values of the bus
voltage, which are optimization variables.

In presence of multi-level grid, transformers are used. For
each of them, the following constraint can be imposed in order
to satisfy requirements of the rated apparent power:√

P 2
k,t +Q2

k,t ≤ Sk t = tik , . . . , tfk k ∈ Ωtr (10)

where, with reference to the transformer k and time interval
t, Pk,t (Qk,t) is the active (reactive) power flowing through
the transformer, Sk is its rated power and Ωtr is the set of the
transformer in the system.

C. Synchronous Generator Operating Constraints

Generator active and reactive powers have to not exceed the
operating limits of the capability curve. The following inequality
constraints can be imposed:

Pi,t ≤ Pgmax t = tik , . . . , tfk i ∈ Ωgn (11)

where Ωgn is the set of the generators, Pgmax = Pgn −ΔPgi,t ,
and ΔPgi,t is the reduction of active power due to the reactive
power Qgi,t supplied by the generator. The value of ΔPgi,t is
derived from the approximated capability curve of the generator
(Fig. 2) [40]:

ΔPgi,t ={ Pgn−Plim2

Qlim1
−Qlim2

(
Qgi,t −Qlim1

)
if Qgi,t ∈ ΩQ1

(Plim2
− Pgn)+

Plim2

Qlim2−Qmax

(
Qgi,t−Qlim2

)
if Qgi,t ∈ΩQ2

(12)
whereΩQ1 = {Qgi,t : Qlim1

≤ Qgi,t ≤ Qlim2
} represents the

limit imposed by the armature of the generator, ΩQ2 = {Qgi,t :
Qlim2

≤ Qgi,t ≤ Qmax} is the region where the field limit
applies, Pgn is the limit imposed by the prime mover, and Qmin

and Qmax are the limits imposed on the reactive power imposed
by the generator.
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Fig. 2. Approximated curve of capability of the synchronous generator.

TABLE I
BESS EQUALITY CONSTRAINS ACCORDING TO EMS STRATEGY

D. BESS Operating Constraints

Active and reactive powers cannot exceed the rated power of
the BESS converter:√

P 2
bt
+Q2

bt
≤ Smax

b t = tik , . . . , tfk (13)

where Pbt (Qbt) is the active (reactive) power of the BESS and
Smax
b is the rated power of the BESS converter. Moreover, BESS

is characterized by a rated power Pmax
b , whose values cannot

be exceeded in both charging and discharging stages:

−Pmax
bt

≤ Pbt ≤ Pmax
bt

t = tik , . . . , tfk (14)

In order to limit the state of charge of the BESS at the time
interval t (SOCbt)within a minimum (SOCmin) and maximum
(SOCmax) value, the following constraints are included:

SOCmin ≤ SOCbt ≤ SOCmax t = tik , . . . , tfk (15)

with the SOCbt given by:

SOCbt = SOCbt − 1
− γtPbtΔt (16)

where γi,t is related to the BESS efficiency as:

γi,t =

{
ηbch if Pbt

< 0
1

ηb
dch

if Pbt
≥ 0 t = tik , . . . , tfk (17)

where ηbch (ηbdch) is the charging (discharging) efficiency. The
efficiencies in (16) depend on both the efficiency of the interfac-
ing converter and the round-trip efficiency of the battery.

Minimum and maximum values of the SOC in (15) define the
maximum allowable depth of discharge and, hence, the expected
lifetime of the BESS. Table I synthesizes the equality constraints
assigned to the SOC imposed in the consecutive operating phases
for the assigned EMS strategy.

In details:
- In port operation, the BESS has to be initially fully charged;

Fig. 3. Ship power system equipped with BESS (a), DC section (b).

- During the laden voyage, the BESS has to be fully recharged
starting from the final SOC of the “in port” phase;

- In dynamic positioning, the BESS has to be initially fully
charged;

- During partial load voyage, the BESS has to be fully
recharged from the final SOC of the “dynamic position”
phase.

E. Interfacing AC/DC Converter Constraints

DC sections are used in order to supply DC and sensitive loads
by managing BESS. When the BESS is directly connected to DC
loads, constraint (13) has not to be included in the optimization
problem, as well as the efficiencies in (16) include only the
battery efficiency.

The DC section is connected to the AC distribution system
by means of an interfacing AC/DC converter, thus an inequality
constraint is to be included:√

P 2
ict

+Q2
ict

≤ Smax
ic t = tik , . . . , tfk (18)

where Pict (Qict) is the active (reactive) power through the
interfacing converter and Smax

ic is the its rated power. Pict is
derived from the sum of the BESS active power and the powers
of the loads connected to the DC section. It has to be considered
the converter efficiency and that the Pict can be bidirectional
based on the battery size and load request. The reactive power
Qict is typically an optimization variable.
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TABLE II
RATED POWERS OF ON-BOARD COMPONENTS

TABLE III
ON-BOARD LINES DATA

The voltages at the AC (V AC
ict

) and DC (V DC
ict

) sides of the
converter has also to be related:

V DC
ict

=
2
√
2

mat

√
3

V AC
ict

t = tik , . . . , tfk (19)

with mat
the amplitude modulation ratio of the interfacing

AC/DC converter [41].

V. NUMERICAL APPLICATION

The electrical scheme of a typical supply vessel power system
is shown in Fig. 3. This is a 60 Hz-AC power grid. The BESS
and the DC section are included in the system as reported in
Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively.

Details on components and lines are highlighted in Table II
and III. The 440/220V transformers between buses 7 and 8 and
between buses 10 and 11 have rated power of 65 kVA and 50
kVA, respectively, and a short-circuit voltage of 4.2%. Fig. 4
shows the profiles of real aggregated loads in the four operation
phases: (i) port operation (21 hours); (ii) laden voyage (11
hours); (iii) dynamic positioning (46 hours); (iv) partial load
voyage (11 hours) [36]. The different time duration in the profiles
shown in Fig. 4 depends on each mission time. The time interval
resolution of each mission time is always one hour. This implies
that issues related to the dynamic operation and to real time
control are not considered in this application, since this would
imply different time resolutions, to account for their simulation,
and different approaches, from both theoretical and technical
point of view.

During the port operation the EMS strategy manages only
one of the four generators, whereas, during the dynamical posi-
tioning, two generators operate. According to [36], for the four
generation units, the following coefficients of specific fuel con-
sumption and efficiency are used: α1= −22.26, α2= 110.18,
α3= −128.56, α4= 232.59 and k1 = 0.1208, k2 = −0.2888,
k3 = 0.2203, k4 = 0.915.

Fig. 4. Aggregated load active power profile in (a) port operation; (b) laden
voyage; (c) dynamic positioning; (d) partial load voyage.

TABLE IV
FUEL CONSUMPTION IN CASE A

Three case studies were examined. Case A is the reference sce-
nario, where the vessel operating phases are examined without
EMS strategy and pure AC grid. Case B examines the integration
of the BESS (connected at the bus #5, Fig. 3(a)) and Case C
focuses on a hybrid AC/DC grid (Fig. 3(b)). In Case B and Case
C the BESS is equipped by a lithium NMC/LMO battery whose
energy capacity is 5 MWh.

A maximum depth of discharge of the 80% is assumed [42].
In Case B, the BESS is connected to the AC grid by means
of a 5 MVA AC/DC converter, whereas in Case C, a 7 MVA
interfacing AC/DC converter was used, according to the rated
power of BESS and loads. The efficiency of both converters is
98% in rectifier and inverter operation mode. Specifically, in the
Case C, assuming the presence of sensitive loads connected to
the DC section, a minimum value of 0.985 pu is imposed to the
voltage on the DC side of the AC/DC converter.

A. Case A: Reference Scenario

Table IV highlights the results of fuel consumption for the
entire working cycle, when the on-board generators supply the
loads of Fig. 4 and no EMS is applied.

B. Case B: EMS and BESS

Table V highlights the results of fuel consumption for the
entire operating cycle when the EMS strategy in applied on the
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TABLE V
FUEL CONSUMPTION IN CASE B

Fig. 5. Generator efficiency (a) and specific fuel consumption (b) profiles for
Case A and Case B.

power system of Fig. 3(a). Also, the percentage variations with
respect to the reference Case A are reported. The most relevant
results are the nil values on the raw “in port”, where the most
restrictive limits are typically imposed by regulations on urban
sustainability. A relevant reduction of the fuel consumption
(about 20% lower than that resulting in the Case A) is obtained
also during the dynamic positioning, because the BESS permits
to switch-off one generator and makes to optimally manage the
performance of the single operating generator.

The increases in fuel consumption during the laden voyage
and the partial load voyage are due to the BESS charging. The
aggregate fuel consumption is reduced of 1.19%. The optimiza-
tion approach guarantees the maximization of the generator
efficiency profile (Fig. 5(a)) and the minimization of the specific
fuel consumption (Fig. 5(b)). The EMS strategy forces the
synchronous generator to work at higher efficiency values (in
Fig. 5(a), the blue line is almost always over the red line; during
the port operations, all the generators are switched off and the
blue line is missed). In Fig. 5(b), the comparison of the red and
blues lines points out that the optimal management guarantees
the best performances of the diesel engine.

Fig. 6 focuses on the aggregated active power profiles pro-
vided by the power generators in Case B. Comparing Figs. 4
and Fig. 6 it is relevant to observe that the EMS strategy acts
to smooth the power profiles, forcing the generators to operate

Fig. 6. Aggregated active power profile of the generators (Case B) in (a) port
operation; (b) laden voyage; (c) dynamic positioning; (d) partial load voyage.

Fig. 7. BESS active power profile (case B) in (a) port operation; (b) laden
voyage; (c) dynamic positioning; (d) partial load voyage.

closer to their maximum efficiencies for all the observation time.
Observing Fig. 6(c) it can be noted that the BESS is also able to
cover all of the power requirements for two hours (from 66-th
hour to 68-th hour), allowing the nulling of exhaust emissions.

Figs. 7 and 8 report the BESS’s power and SOC profiles,
respectively. The profiles verify the correctness of the BESS
size and it can be used to verify that the profile of the depth of
discharge is coherent with the limits assigned to contain BESS
life degradation [42].
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Fig. 8. BESS SOC vs hours on the entire working cycle (Case B).

TABLE VI
FUEL CONSUMPTION IN CASE C

Fig. 9. Voltage profile at bus #5 in Case A, B and C in port operation.

C. Case C: EMS and DC Section

In this case, it is imposed that the voltage value at the DC
side of the AC/DC converter cannot be lower than the value of
0.985 pu. In this case the fuel consumption (Table VI) in the
various operative phases is still lower than the case A. Also, it
can be noted that the percentage reduction of fuel consumption
is slightly increased if compared to the value of case B. This
is probably due to the use of an AC/DC interfacing converter
having a larger rating than the rating of the battery converter in
case B. In fact, this allows improving the reactive power support
to the network, thus obtaining a reduction of losses in all the
phases.

Figs. 9-12 report the voltage profiles at the bus #5 for the
three case studies. The voltage profiles of Case C are almost
always higher than those in the other cases. Moreover, they are
smooth, because the EMS strategy forces the AC/DC converter
to increase the AC bus voltage by injecting reactive power.
During the dynamic positioning, the voltage profiles obtained
in both case C and case B are generally lower, because only one
generator is working (two generators work in case A).

The operating of a single generator makes it able to supply the
loads with a greater value of efficiency, with different operating
point within the capability curve limits. The current to feed
the loads, flowing along only the 1-5 line, increases, producing

Fig. 10. Voltage profile at bus #5 in Case A, B and C in laden voyage.

Fig. 11. Voltage profile at bus #5 in Case A, B and C in dynamic positioning.

Fig. 12. Voltage profile at bus #5 in Case A, B and C in partial load voyage.

Fig. 13. Reactive power injected by a single generator Case A, B and C in
dynamic positioning.

the increase of voltage drop, which is partially compensated
by the reactive power injection. In Fig. 13 the reactive power
profiles of case A and case C for a single operating generator
are reported with reference to the dynamic positioning operation.
The deviations between the two curve profiles during dynamic
positioning are evident. In particular, it can be observed that
the presence of BESS allows reducing the reactive contribution
from the generators. Larger reduction is obtained in the case of
DC section, thus implying a more constant profile.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The paper focused on an EMS strategy for maritime appli-
cation. The strategy is applied by equipping the power system
of a supply vessel with a battery energy storage system (BESS)
and managing optimally the source for energy efficiency and
reducing pollutant emissions. To cover the aim, a power flow
(PF) methodology was introduced. The modelling of the system
was formulated in terms of fuel consumption minimization and
satisfaction of constraints on grid, generators, loads and storage
system. Three alternative case studies were examined. The re-
sults were discussed by comparing the reference scenario (where
no EMS strategy was applied) with two alternative solutions. The
numerical results focused on both the feasibility of the proposed
modelling and the advantages carried out by the EMS strategy.
Finally, the proposal evidenced high flexible and capability to
suit for different reference scenario of ship on-board power
system. The proposed management strategy can be useful in
planning studies, to compare the operation of different solutions
from both technical and economic point of view. This implies
new and extensive analyses which the authors are intended to
conduct in future research.
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